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A B S T R A C T

Different methodologies have been used in the literature to determine the absorbed vapour mass flux in falling
film absorbers. So far, however, there has been little discussion about the impact of different approaches in the
numerical models’ performance. This study compared different methods for considering absorption in

vertical tube-type falling film absorbers operating at both inlet subcooling and equilibrium condi-
tions. This comparison was made based on three different criteria: the way of considering the absorption, the
method to determine the absorption rate, and the assumption of the existing type of diffusion at the interface.
The influence of the methodology was demonstrated using 2D multiphase CFD model. The effect of different op-
erating conditions on the methods was also examined. Finally, the results of the numerical models were com-
pared with three experimental works, and the most suitable model was chosen, which properly agrees with them.

© 2021

Nomenclature

Area vector
Mass diffusion coefficient
Mass Diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution
Volumetric surface tension force
Gravity acceleration
Enthalpy
Heat of absorption
Cooling water convection coefficient
LiBr diffusion flux
Thermal conductivity
Characteristic length
Absorbed vapour mass flux
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
Pressure
Heat flux absorbed by the cooling water
Reynolds number
Source term
Temperature
Volume
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Velocity vector
Longitudinal coordinate
Transversal coordinate

Abbreviations
1D One-dimensional
2D Two-dimensional
VOF Volume of fluid
Greek symbols

Mass flow rate per unit length
Solution film thickness
Variable
Local surface curvature
Dynamic viscosity
Chemical potential
Density
Surface tension coefficient

Subscripts
eq Equilibrium
if Interface
in Inlet
l Liquid
Max Maximum
min minimum
out Outlet
v Vapour
w Wall
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Volume fraction

1. Introduction

In 2019, the industry sector used 25.8% of the total energy con-
sumption in Europe [1]. Moreover, this sector generates great quanti-
ties of waste heat. However, due to its Carnot potential, the industrial
area offers a considerable opportunity to reuse a large part of this heat.
The choice between different technologies depends, among other fac-
tors, on the temperature of waste heat. While mineral processing and
metal production sectors offer large waste heat potential at high tem-
perature, in other sectors, such as food and basic chemical, most of the
requirement is at low or intermediate temperature [2]. Although ma-
ture technologies exist to harness energy at temperatures exceeding
175 , the research prototypes of most of the technologies to recover
waste heat at low temperatures are still under development.

Among them, absorption heat transformers stand out, which can re-
cover 50% of the misuse heat upgrading heat up to 40 . Due to its low
heat and mass transfer coefficients, the absorber is the most critical
component in absorption machines. Falling film-type absorber working
with binary mixture is the most employed configuration
and, it is, consequently, the topic of this study. Principally, there are
three types of falling film configurations – horizontal tube, vertical
tube, and vertical plate.

Falling film heat exchangers are widely used in absorbers, so several
studies have experimentally investigated their heat and mass transfer
phenomena. Regarding horizontal tube-type configuration, the influ-
ence of operating conditions in plain tubes [3,4], microchannel tubes
[5], and advanced surfaces [3,6] was investigated. Notably, the results
of these studies presented great differences among them. It follows that
these dissimilarities may be due to, among other causes, changes in the
wetting area. Also, dry patches were observed in both studies of vertical
plates of Kim and Infante Ferreira [7,8]. To improve the wettability,
some studies included surfactants in the working mixture, primarily to
decrease the surface tension and increase the wettability [9–11]. How-
ever, the results showed up to 400% improvement on the heat transfer
coefficient. This growth was attributed to the Marangoni convection
and the wettability enhancement. Thus, the nature of heat and mass
transfer in falling film absorption has remained partially understood.

In contrast, wettability issues could be minimised in the vertical
tube-type absorbers. The experimental studies of Medrano et al. [12],
Takamatsu et al. [13], and García-Rivera et al. [14] claimed that the so-
lution wetted the whole tube in their corresponding operating condi-
tions. Nevertheless, differences were also found in the mass transfer co-
efficient among these studies. Therefore, it is imperative to understand
locally the mechanisms of heat and mass transfer phenomena in falling
film absorption.

Falling film absorption has also been studied using different kinds of
models. Killion and Garimella [15] reviewed the heat and mass transfer
numerical models of falling film absorption so far. Since then, several
studies have analysed the absorption on different configurations using
diverse methodologies. While, from the modelling methodology’s per-
spective, these studies can be distinguished as follows: a) analytical
models [16,17], b) numerical models based on the Finite Volume
Method [18–20], and c) numerical models based on the Lattice Boltz-
mann Method [21,22], the different modelled configurations are classi-
fied into three distinct types: i) horizontal tubes [23,24], ii) flat plates
[21,25,26], and iii) vertical tubes [14,27,28]. Most of these models
analysed gas or vapour absorption along the interface and mass fraction
and temperature profiles within the solution liquid, considering smooth
falling film absorption, where operating conditions depended on the ap-
plication of the absorber. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that these

works employed different approaches and hypotheses to calculate the
interface absorption.

The vast majority of these heat and mass transfer models deter-
mined the absorption rates using two different methods: a) Fick’s law
and b) Higbie’s penetration theory [29]. Most of the models were for-
mulated using Fick’s law, although there are many other works that
used Higbie’s law [23,30,31]. Both laws have been employed under
two different basic diffusion assumptions.

First, many simulations supposed that the mass diffusion occurs in
both directions at the interface, liquid-vapour, and vapour-liquid [7,21,
32,33]. This assumption means that in a binary mixture, the diffusion
flux of both components have opposite directions. In this study, the
term 2D diffusion will be used to refer to bidirectional diffusion.

Second, in many real practical cases such as absorbers,
the vapour pressure of the absorbent is almost negligible. This means
that the absorbent is non-volatile. Consequently, liquid-vapour mass
transfer of the absorbent component (LiBr in the case of
mixtures) at the interface is lacking. Therefore, mass diffusion only oc-
curs in one direction. In the literature, this phenomenon is referred to as
Eckert–Schneider relation [26,33,34], or unidirectional diffusion.
Throughout this study, the term “1D diffusion” will refer to this one-
way diffusion.

Furthermore, vapour/gas absorption have been considered using
different methods in the models. Some studies have used either equilib-
rium mass fraction [32,35,36] or equilibrium temperature [7,14,33,37]
as a boundary condition at the interface. Most of the studies considered
one of the mentioned assumptions, which mainly were 2D studies that
only modelled the liquid domain. Most of them used nondimensional
parameters, as well as nondimensional equations [17,32,33]. Other-
wise, constant film thickness was supposed [21].

Other studies determined the interface absorption considering the
absorbed mass flux at the interface in the transport equations as a
source term [23,31,35,38]. These studies considered both liquid and
gas domains, mostly using the Volume of Fluid method (VOF) [39] to
track the interface, besides being three-dimensional models.

Recently, Wen et al. [40] reviewed the literature of studies regard-
ing falling film dehumidification and absorption refrigeration based on
CFD. Future work suggestions by the authors include the simulation
and comparison of the absorption performance with different mass
transfer models to increase understanding on coupled heat and mass
transfer phenomena.

Overall, the evidence presented in this section suggests that a sys-
tematic understanding of how different mass transfer mechanisms con-
tribute to absorption in falling films is still lacking. The quantity of the
absorbed vapour at the interface is critical in their performance. De-
spite the amount of models, so far, there has been little discussion about
different methodologies to consider this absorption. Also, no research
has been found comparing these diverse methods, and therefore, very
little is known about the impact of the methodologies on the results of
the model. Thus, this study examines in-depth different methodologies
used in the literature to model absorbers to select the most suitable to
study heat and mass transfer in falling film absorbers. Verti-
cal tube-type falling film domains were defined to analyse the local
heat and mass transfer phenomena and compare the results of the
model with the experiments. 2D models were proposed to analyse fun-
damental local effects on the results of the considered absorption,
which were determined using different methodologies, and the impact
of different working conditions on them.

2. Numerical model

2.1. Introduction

The description of the numerical model is organised in the following
way. First, computational domain and boundary conditions are pre-
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sented to continue defining the operating conditions and correlations
used to calculate the thermophysical properties. This is followed by the
explanation of the governing equations. Finally, different methodolo-
gies to consider and determine the absorption in the model, and the hy-
potheses employed to calculate them are described. Since the other hy-
potheses are concerned, the numerical model is based on the following
assumptions:

1. Equilibrium of the vapour pressure is accepted at the interface.
2. Flow is laminar and the fluid is Newtonian.
3. Duffour and Marangoni effect and the thermodiffusion effect are

not considered.
4. Vapour and liquid phases are incompressible.
5. Changes in film thickness due to vapour absorption are not

considered.

2.2. Computational domain, boundary conditions, and mesh

Figure 1 shows the layout of a vertical tube falling film absorber
(Fig. 1(a)), and the boundary conditions and model discretisation
(Fig. 1(b)). The solution, rich in LiBr, enters the domain from the top
part to the inner space of the inner tube at specific temperature and
mass fractions: and , respectively. If thermodynamic equilibrium
is assumed at the interface, temperature and mass fraction at the inlet
are and , respectively. If not, the inlet could be sub-
cooled ( ) or overheated ( ). As the solution descends, the
vapour is absorbed, decreasing the mass fraction in LiBr at the outlet
( ). From the outer section of the inner tube, water flows in counter-
flow direction, absorbing the heat generated in the absorption. Through
this heat, the temperature of the water at the outlet is higher ( ) than
at the inlet ( ).

Here, an axisymmetric 2D domain was chosen. This means that the
absorber has ideal wettability properties, and therefore, the solution
wets completely the surface of the tube. From an analytical perspective,
Nusselt formulation equates both vertical tubes and flat plates. As verti-
cal plate absorber experimental analyses that guaranteed complete wet-
ting is lacking, the results of the numerical model were compared with
the vertical tube absorber experimental investigations. To

compare the results of the model and experiments of the literature, dif-
ferent domain sizes and operating conditions were analysed. Because of
this, and to optimize computational efforts, the domain changed de-
pending on the analysed solution flow. Table 1 shows the dimensions of
the proposed models. In Table 1, the solution film Reynolds number
( ) is defined as:

(1)

where is the mass flow rate per unit length, and is the dynamic vis-
cosity of the solution liquid.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the grid was refined in transversal direction
within the length . Its value was determined depending on the theoret-
ical thickness of the liquid film, , as , which was calculated
using the well-known equation of Nusselt [41] (Eq. (2)),

(2)

where is the gravity, and and are the densities of the solution liq-
uid and the vapour, respectively.

Pressure outlet conditions at 0 Pa (gauge pressure) were assumed on
transversal and longitudinal boundaries ( and , respectively).
In wall side, for , no slip boundary condition was set. Furthermore,
convection heat transfer condition in the internal surface of the internal
tube was considered. As the operating conditions of the compared ex-
perimental studies were distinct, the convection heat transfer condition
of the model was particularly adjusted to each research study.

Regarding the boundary , two different conditions were consid-
ered (Eqs. (3a) and (3b)). First, the dimension of the inlet was assumed
equal to the relevant theoretical Nusselt film thickness ( , Eq. (2)),
which was determined using the solution flow rate and the properties of
each specific case. Thus, this thickness divides the boundary into two
different parts depending on dimension:

(3a)
(3b)

Fig. 1. Numerical model of the vertical tube absorber.
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Table 1
Operating and geometrical conditions used in this study.
Variables/authors Base

case
García-
Rivera et al.
[14]

Takamatsu
et al. [13]

Medrano
et al. [12]

Pressure, /(kPa) 1.30 1.30 1.33 1.30
Inner diameter, /(mm) 18.00 18.00 16.05 22.10
Outer diameter, /(mm) 22.00 22.00 19.05 26.60
Tube length, /(mm) 1500 1000 1200 1500
Cooling water convection

coefficient,
/( )

6000 2558 1146 9058

Cooling water inlet
temperature,

35 30 20, 25 35

Solution Reynolds number,

Subcooling degree/( ) 0 0 10
Inlet mass fraction, 0.6 0.602 0.530 0.600
Minimum Reynolds number, 20 130 40

The mesh was refined in ( ) to properly model the heat and
mass transfer and the viscous forces. However, the rest of the domain
was built with coarser mesh to reduce computational efforts. Details
about the computational mesh dimensions are presented in Section 3.1.

2.3. Operating conditions

To validate the proposed methodology, the results of this work were
compared with both numerical and experimental studies of vertical ab-
sorbers. In the literature, two different techniques were used to deter-
mine the equilibrium data at the interface. Consequently, to verify the
methodology, two numerical works were chosen for the comparison in
this study, one by Yoon et al. [36] and the other by Mittermaier et al.
[33]. Yoon et al. [36] considered the equilibrium mass fraction ( ) re-
garding pressure and temperature at the interface, while Mittermaier
et al. [33] determined the equilibrium temperature ( ) in function of
the pressure and the mass fraction of the interface. Therefore, for this
comparison, the same operating conditions of both numerical works
were used.

With reference to experimental works, three different researches of
vertical tube absorbers were used in the contrast, Medrano et al. [12],
Takamatsu et al. [13], and García-Rivera et al. [14]. These works in-
cluded the study of the minimum Reynolds number to
maintain the whole surface covered with liquid film ( ), which are
also included in Table 1. Moreover, convection heat transfer coefficient
of the cooling water of the compared experimental work was calculated
using Nusselt number ( ), defined as

(4)

where is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the cooling wa-
ter, the characteristic length, and the thermal conductivity. Nusselt
number depends on the Reynolds number of each experimental test,

, which is calculated using the Dittus–Boelter equation (Eq.
(5)) [42] as

(5)

where is the Prandtl number, and is an exponent. Table 1 also
shows the calculated convective heat transfer coefficients of the cooling
water for each experimental work. Thus, the operating conditions of the
experimental works differ from each other, and therefore, the models
were analysed under different operating conditions.

Furthermore, this study compared different methodologies to con-
sider vapour absorption at the interface. This comparison and the mesh
independence study are conducted under specific operating conditions
called base case operating conditions. Table 1 shows the operating con-
ditions employed in both studies.

2.4. Thermophysical properties

As in some others models, such as the analytical study of Meyer
[16], constant thermophysical properties were assumed. The correla-
tions of density, dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific
heat were selected from Patterson and Pérez-Blanco [43]. Nevertheless,
the mass diffusivity was determined using the relation used by Miller
and Keyhani [44]. Concerning the heat of absorption, it was established
using the Eq. (6):

(6)

where and are saturated vapour and liquid enthalpies, respec-
tively. For the enthalpy of water vapour, the tables of Haar et al. [45]
were used, while the partial enthalpy of water inside solu-
tion was evaluated using the equation proposed by Yuan and Herold
[46]. The relationship of the heat of absorption with temperature for a
known mass fraction under the conditions of this study is almost linear.
Similarly, for a known temperature, the heat of absorption is a qua-
dratic function of the LiBr mass fraction. Consequently, these relation-
ships were used to determine the heat of absorption regarding tempera-
ture and LiBr mass fraction.

2.5. Governing equations

To solve the governing equations, Ansys Fluent 2021 R1 software
based on the Finite Volume Method was used. The continuity (Eq. (7a)),
momentum (Eq. (7b)), and energy (Eq. (7c)) equations were solved for
the liquid–vapour mixture. The heat generated due to the water vapour
absorption was considered in the source term (Eq. (7c)).

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

In the energy equation, refers to ith specie, is the sensible en-
thalpy, is the diffusion flux of species, and the volumetric surface
tension force. The latter, was calculated using continuum surface force
model proposed by Brackbill et al. [47], as follows

(8)

where is the surface tension coefficient, is the local surface curva-
ture, and is the volume fraction of liquid phase. This volume fraction
was considered using the volume fraction equation based on the VOF
method proposed by Hirt and Nichols [39] as:

(9)

In contrast, the volume fraction of the vapour phase was determined
considering that both volume fractions sum to unity. VOF method em-
ploys the volume fraction, , to identify each phase. If , the cell be-
longs to the phase gas/vapour, while if , the cell is in the liquid
phase. However, if it is between both values, it corresponds to the inter-
face. As in this study vapour and liquid phases were considered, the in-
terface coincides with the cell where the line of constant value of
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passes, that is, when the value is between the values of
the faces of the cell. In Fig. 2, uppercase letters represent cell centroids
and lowercase letters the faces. Thus, here the interface constitutes the
cell .

Regarding the mass diffusion, the mass transfer promoted by the
LiBr diffusion inside the solution film was also considered using the
multiphase species conservation equation as follows:

(10)

where is the LiBr source term and the diffusion flux of LiBr.
As in the VOF equation, the mass fraction of the water was estimated as-
suming that the mass fractions of the binary solution sum to unity.
Here, the diffusion flux of LiBr was evaluated using Fick’s first law (Eq.
(11)):

(11)

Most of the studies considered the commonly used vapour pressure
equilibrium to calculate properties at equilibrium conditions at the in-
terface. According to Yuan and Herold [46], when the interface reaches
equilibrium, the chemical potential of the water in the solution ( )
is equal to the chemical potential of the vapour ( ) at equilibrium
conditions.

(12)

Based on Eq. (12), the relationship between equilibrium tempera-
ture ( ) and mass fraction ( ) for each working pressure can be de-
termined using Newton–Raphson method. As this relationship is almost
linear, a linear equation was employed, for example, as in the studies of
Hofmann and Kuhlmann [26] and Meyer [16]. Here, the chemical po-
tential of the water vapour was calculated using the correlations of
Ziegler and Trepp [48], while the chemical potential of the water in the
binary solution was determined via Yuan and Herold correlations [46].

The pseudo transient solution method was used with the coupled
pressure-velocity scheme to solve the equations. PRESTO! pressure dis-
cretization method was employed, and second order upwind was used
to solve energy, momentum and species transport equations. Further-
more, in this case the compressive algorithm was used to capture the in-
terface.

2.6. Methodologies to consider the absorption

Source terms and were determined depending on the used
approach to consider the absorption. All of them were considered in the
model using User Defined Functions. In this study, different methodolo-
gies were employed based on three different criteria.

1. The method to determine the absorption rate.
(a) Fick’s law.
(b) Higbie’s law [29].

2. The assumption of the existing type of diffusion at the interface.
(a) 2D diffusion.
(b) 1D diffusion.

3. The way of considering the absorption.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the indices used for cells and faces at the interface.

(a) Imposing thermodynamic equilibrium conditions (temperature
or mass fraction) at the interface.

(b) Without imposing, considering the absorption via source terms
that depend on the absorbed vapour mass flux.

The first criterion is associated with the method to determine the ab-
sorption rate: a) Fick’s law, or b) Higbie’s law [29]. The second crite-
rion relates to assumption of the existing type of diffusion at the inter-
face: i) 2D diffusion or ii) 1D diffusion. Finally, the third criterion is
connected with the way to consider the absorption: 1) imposing ther-
modynamic equilibrium conditions (temperature or mass fraction) at
the interface, or 2) without imposing, considering the absorption via
source terms that depend on the absorbed vapour mass flux.

Considering the first two criteria, four different ways to quantify the
mass transfer at the interface due to vapour absorption were employed.
When Fick’s law was used and 2D diffusion was assumed at the inter-
face, as Fick’s law assumes that the mass transfers of the species are op-
posite for a binary mixture, the local mass flux was calculated directly
with Fick’s law:

(13)

where is the diffusion coefficient, and the derivative of the
mass fraction in the direction normal to the interface. Taking the
schematic shown in Fig. 2 as an example, the derivative could be deter-
mined as:

(14)

In contrast, when 1D diffusion was supposed, the mass balance at
the interface changes. Similar to Mittermaier and Ziegler [49], the ab-
sorbed mass flux was determined with:

(15)

For penetration theory of Higbie [29], notably, some studies used
the expression suggested to calculate the average absorbed mass flux
over a given flow length to consider the local mass flux. The original
formulation of the local mass flux assumes 2D diffusion [50], as

(16)

as where is the maximum velocity at the interface, is the flow
length, and and are the equilibrium mass fraction at the
interface and the mass fraction of the solution adjacent to the wall, re-
spectively. Equation (16) assumes that the contact time is . Origi-
nally, this study also presumed 1D diffusion at the interface using this
penetration theory. For this assumption, the absorbed mass flux was
calculated as:

(17)

Regarding the third criterion, when vapour pressure equilibrium
conditions are not imposed at the interface, was associated with
the local absorbed mass flux ( ) and the interfacial area density ( )
as:

(18)

where was determined using Eq. (19):
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(19)

Here, denotes the vector normal to the interface of the area of the
cell, and the volume of the cell.

Once the source term was known, the volumetric heat source was
calculated using heat of absorption:

(20)

Thus, depending on the used law (Fick or Higbie) and the diffusion
hypothesis (1D or 2D), four different values of the absorbed mass flux
could be considered when equilibrium conditions are not imposed.

Conversely, many studies, as they only considered the liquid phase,
imposed the equilibrium conditions at the interface as a boundary con-
dition. However, in this study, as both phases were studied, the inter-
face does not match with the boundary. So, the so-called “internal
boundary condition” method suggested by Patankar [51] was used to
impose thermodynamic equilibrium conditions at the interface using
the linearisation concept of the source term.

Nevertheless, as mentioned in Section 1, some authors imposed the
equilibrium temperature at the interface, while others used the equilib-
rium mass fraction. Consequently, the manner of calculating it differs in
both cases. Notably, all of them used Fick’s law, assuming 1D or 2D dif-
fusion. As no study has been found imposing equilibrium conditions us-
ing Higbie’s law, in this study, Higbie’s law was not considered when
equilibrium conditions were imposed.

On the one hand, when the equilibrium temperature was assumed at
the interface, it was determined using Dhring equation. So, using the
nomenclature of Fig. 2, the imposed temperature at the interface was
determined as

(21)

where is the temperature at the interface, and is the equilibrium
temperature at a given pressure and mass fraction . The mass frac-
tion at the interface was determined coupling the energy balance.

(22)

Nevertheless, depending on the diffusion hypothesis, the absorbed
mass expression is different and, consequently, the mass fraction. As-
suming 2D diffusion, the mass fraction at the interface ( ) is
determined using Eq. (23)

(23)

Alternatively, considering 1D diffusion at the interface, Eq. (24) was
used:

On the other hand, when equilibrium mass fraction was imposed, it
was estimated regarding the pressure and temperature at the interface

(25)

As in the other case, two different expressions can be developed to
determine the value of the temperature for 2D diffusion ( , Eq.
(26a)), and for 1D diffusion ( , Eq. (26b)).

(26a

(2

Thus, depending on the chosen diffusion hypothesis, the law used to
determine the absorption rate and the chosen equilibrium variable, the
imposed properties could be calculated using four different equations
(Eqs. (23), (24), (26a), and (26b)). These calculated temperatures and
mass fractions were set as desired variable in the source term linearised
equation as in [51] to determine the source term of the energy conser-
vation equation (Eq. (7c) and species equation (Eq. (10)).

In summary, when equilibrium conditions were not imposed at the
interface, the source terms were considered depending on the absorbed
mass flux. Based on the chosen diffusion hypothesis and law, four dif-
ferent equations could be employed to calculate this absorbed flux (Eqs.
(13), (15), (16), and (17)). Conversely, when equilibrium was imposed,
the method suggested by Patankar [51] was used to determine the
source term of energy and species. In this method, four different expres-
sions (Eqs. (23), (24), (26a), and (26b)) were also employed to calculate
the desired values, depending on the adopted methodology and hypoth-
esis.

3. Results and discussion

The results are organised as follows. First, the effect of the mesh is
checked. Using the chosen independent mesh, the reliability of the
model is examined by comparing the results of this study to those of the
literature. Then, the influence of different methodologies to determine
and consider the absorption is evaluated. Once the desired approaches
are selected, the influence of different operating conditions on the cho-
sen methods is evaluated. Finally, the results of the proposed numerical
methodology are compared with three experimental studies in the liter-
ature.

3.1. Mesh independence

First, the mesh independence of the model for the different methods
to consider absorption described in Section 2.6 was studied. Two differ-
ent Reynolds numbers were checked. These and the other selected oper-
ating conditions are presented in Table 1 (base case). Particularly, the
influence of the following variables was studied: i) the number of ele-
ments of the liquid film in the transversal direction:

and, ii) the number of elements in the longitudi-
nal direction: .
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The analysis was organised based on the two studied different meth-
ods to determine the absorbed mass flux: Fick 1D and Higbie 1D. For
Fick 1D, two distinct ways to consider absorption are studied: i) impos-
ing the equilibrium mass fraction at the interface, and ii) without im-
posing. As mentioned in Section 2.6, in this study, imposing equilib-
rium conditions method using Higbie’s law was not studied.

Figure 3 compares the local absorbed vapour mass flux along the
flow length using the method Fick 1D imposing the mass fraction for
different grids ( ) and two different Reynolds num-
bers: (Fig. 3(a)) and (Fig. 3(b)). For the selection cri-
terion, the difference in percentage of the absorbed mass flux of the spe-
cific grid, compared to the densest one, was used.

When (Fig. 3(a)), although the results for different grids
are similar, the increasing absorption velocity close to the inlet is
higher as the mesh is thinner. As the difference is below 1%, the mesh
was considered independent when . In contrast, when

(Fig. 3(b)), the increase in absorption close to the inlet and the
maximum peak is higher than when . Both are lower as thinner
is the mesh, although differences are not great. However, comparing
with , the fall is higher after the maximum flux. Also, when

, the number of elements to get independent mesh is higher
than for , specifically .

Once set the transversal direction, the analysis of the longitudinal
direction was conducted. Figure 4 shows the comparison regarding the
number of longitudinal elements of the absorbed mass flux using Fick
1D, imposing method for two different cases: (Fig. 4(a)) and

(Fig. 4(b)). Each case maintains constant the transversal num-
ber of elements determined above. What stands out in Fig. 4 is that the
number of longitudinal elements has virtually no influence on both
Reynolds numbers. Particularly, the difference in both cases is below
0.25%.

Fig. 3. Effect of the mesh in the transversal direction on the local absorbed vapour mass flux along the flow length using Fick 1D method, imposing the equilibrium
mass fraction for different Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 4. Effect of the mesh in the longitudinal direction on the local absorbed vapour mass flux along the flow length using Fick 1D method, imposing the equilibrium
mass fraction for different Reynolds numbers.
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After studying the imposing method, the mesh dependency using no
imposing Fick 1D method was revised. From Fig. 5(a), a grid of

provides independent results.
Finally, Higbie 1D without imposing method was analysed. This was

done because the number of elements of both methods (Fick and Hig-
bie) does not necessarily have to be the same. Figure 5(b) presents the
local absorbed mass flux for different grids when . It is apparent
from Fig. 5(b) that the mesh has no influence within the studied range
when the method Higbie 1D without imposing conditions is used.
Table 2 summarises the required minimum cell numbers in the trans-
versal and longitudinal direction, beyond which the effect of the mesh
in the results of the model will be negligible for both models (Fick 1D
and Higbie 1D), and for different Reynolds numbers.

This section suggests that a higher density mesh is needed when the
absorbed mass flux is calculated using Fick’s law. Furthermore, here,
the results demonstrated that mesh requirements depend on the
Reynolds number. The lower the Reynolds number, the higher the num-
ber of cells required in the transverse direction of the film. In the longi-
tudinal direction, however, the number of cells required is not as con-
straining. This might be because the gradients of the different variables
(velocity, temperature, mass fraction, etc) are smaller in this direction.
Together, this study illustrates that when using the method Higbie 1D,
as it is not necessary to capture the mass fraction gradient at the inter-
face, mesh requirements are lower, reducing considerably computa-
tional efforts. Considering all this evidence, to minimise computational
efforts it was decided to use two different meshes for each method for
the analysed Reynolds range: Fick: cells; and Higbie:
cells.

3.2. Validation of the model

Once the computational mesh was selected, to validate the model,
the results of the model of the present study were compared with the re-
sults of the model of Yoon et al. [36] and Mittermaier et al. [33]. Both
works assumed bidirectional diffusion at the interface, they determined
the absorbed mass flux via Fick's law, and they imposed equilibrium
conditions at the interface. However, while Yoon et al. [36] imposed
the equilibrium mass fraction, Mittermaier et al. [33] imposed equilib-
rium temperature. Hence, the mass fraction at the interface was com-
pared with the former. In contrast, the comparison with Mittermaier
et al. was made based on temperature. However, they only showed in-
terface temperature profiles for inlet subcooled conditions, not for satu-
rated conditions. Despite this, as they presented transversal tempera-
ture profiles for inlet saturated conditions, the comparison was made
based on this temperature.

For this purpose, Fig. 6(a) presents the comparison of the interface
mass fraction along the longitudinal direction between the model of
this study and those of Yoon et al. [36]. Besides, Fig. 6(b) shows tem-
perature profile in the transversal direction (in this case, using dimen-
sionless transversal coordinate ), when m between this
analysis and those of Mittermaier et al. [33]. The operating conditions
of both models are identical to the authors. From the results of Fig. 6, it
is evident that the results of the present model are like those of the nu-
merical studies.

3.3. Study of different methodologies to consider the absorption

Once the numerical methodology was validated, the comparison be-
tween the different methodologies presented in Section 2.6 was
analysed. Figure 7 shows local absorbed mass flux over flow length
when local and for the Fick approach and two differ-
ent methods to consider the absorption: imposing and not imposing
equilibrium mass fraction at the interface.

Observably, when Fick 1D was considered, the local mass flux for
imposing and not imposing methods almost coincides. Nevertheless,
this similarity is absent when the absorption was estimated using Fick
2D. Here, it is apparent from Fig. 7 that the absorbed mass flux is higher
when equilibrium is not imposed at the interface. Therefore, for

, the absorption consideration procedure (imposing and not im-
posing) lacks significant influence for Fick 1D, whereas it has a signifi-
cant impact when considering the hypothesis of Fick 2D (Fig. 7).

A similar effect was observed for the chosen mass diffusion assump-
tion. When mass fraction was imposed, the diffusion assumption has a
major influence on the absorbed mass (Fig. 7), while its transcendence
is almost imperceptible when the equilibrium mass fraction is not im-
posed at the interface for . However, this difference varies with
the Reynolds number. For example, for , there is a slight in-
crease in the local absorbed mass flux when 1D diffusion is assumed.

To understand the cause for this disparity, Fig. 8(a) illustrates the
mass fraction profile over transversal direction ( ) at the exit of the ver-
tical tube ( m), while Fig. 8(b) presents the mass fraction at the
interface along the flow length, both for and imposing condi-
tions.

Following the results of Fig. 8(a), the decline in the mass fraction
along the transversal direction, and therefore, the absorption, is higher
when 2D diffusion is assumed. Contrarily, this is at odds with the obser-
vation in Fig. 7, since the local absorbed vapour mass flux is higher for
Fick 1D than for Fick 2D when equilibrium conditions are imposed.
This contradiction may be because, when equilibrium conditions are
forced at the interface, the absorbed vapour mass flux quantity is not in-
cluded directly in the source term. Instead, the water quantity that is

Fig. 5. Local absorbed mass flux at the interface for different Reynolds numbers and methods without imposing equilibrium conditions.
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Table 2
Mesh number requirements for the studied methods and Reynolds numbers.

Fick 1D Higbie 1D

Transversal Longitudinal Transversal Longitudinal
150 500 50 500
100 500 50 500

transferred into the solution liquid depends on the diffusion flux of
species ( , Eq. (11)) of the species equation (Eq. (10)), which is
based on Ficks law and assumes 2D diffusion.

Thus, as the evaluated absorption in the 1D imposing case is larger
(Fig. 7), the generated heat also increases, rising the temperature at the
interface. Consequently, the equilibrium mass fraction (determined by
Dühring equation) is larger for 1D than for 2D. This increase in the mass
fraction induces a reduction of mass fraction gradient, lowering the
vapour mass absorption into the film. Consequently, although for im-
posing Fick 1D the estimated value of the absorbed mass is superior, the
water quantity that goes into the film considered by the model is lower.
This also induces a higher LiBr mass fraction in the outlet for Fick 1D.
Therefore, the proposed Fick method imposing the mass fraction does
not correctly represent the 1D diffusion hypothesis. Thus, this method
is excluded from this study.

For Fick without imposing method, Fig. 8(c) shows the results of the
mass fraction profile in the transversal ( ) direction at the tube outlet
( m) for . What is interesting about the data in Fig. 8(c) is
that the mass fraction profile is almost equal for both hypotheses (2D
and 1D). These results are comparable to those presented in Fig. 7 since
the local mass flux obtained in both cases is similar.

The difference when compared to the imposed method may be that
when conditions are not imposed, the source terms of the conservation
equations are directly related to the determined mass flux. As can be ob-
served, comparing Eqs. (13) and (15), the difference resides in the de-
nominator of the right-hand side. Therefore, for the same mass fraction
profile in the liquid, the absorbed mass flux is higher for Fick 1D than
for Fick 2D and, consequently, the source terms. On the one hand, be-
cause of the augment of generated heat and temperature, the mass frac-
tion at the interface increases. On the other hand, because of the growth
in the absorbed water, the LiBr mass fraction decreases. Both effects in-
duce lower mass fractions at the interface. Thus, when , the in-
crease in the mass flux due to 1D hypothesis is neutralised by the de-
cline in the mass fraction gradient, achieving similar absorption levels
in both assumptions (1D and 2D). When , the behaviour is sim-
ilar, but the differences are slightly higher.

Finally, the comparison was extended to Higbie's penetration the-
ory, as commented above, without imposing conditions. Figure 9 pre-
sents the comparison between the different diffusion assumptions of the
local mass flux along the flow length when .

It is apparent in Fig. 9 that the hypothesis greatly affects the absorp-
tion, being considerably higher for 1D diffusion. In Higbie's law, the ab-
sorption does not depend on the mass fraction. Consequently, the de-
crease in LiBr mass fraction close to the interface is not directly consid-
ered in the absorption. Thus, the diffusion assumption has a significant
effect, being greater for unidirectional diffusion.

Overall, this subsection demonstrates that the methodology and the
diffusion hypothesis used to determine and consider the absorption af-
fect in the results of the model. Furthermore, the results illustrated that,
when equilibrium conditions are imposed at the interface, the calcu-
lated absorption rate is not equal to the vapour introduced in the model
into the liquid film. Therefore, this method was discarded. Also, the re-
sults of the models without imposition showed that the diffusion as-
sumption greatly impacts the absorption using Higbie’s law, while it al-
most does not affect Fick method. Nevertheless, as the LiBr liq-
uid–vapour diffusion at the interface is negligible, only 1D diffusion as-
sumption will be considered in the following models. Thus, since Fick
1D and Higbie 1D methods may be preferable to reproduce the nature
of the diffusion at the interface, in the subsequent analyses, these two
methods without imposing the equilibrium conditions are applied in
the models. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the results obtained
using Fick 2D without imposition method were similar to those of Fick
1D without imposition (Figs. 7 and 8(c)), and therefore, it could also be
a valid method.

3.4. Influence of the operating conditions on the selected methodologies

After discussing the suitability of each method, the effect of differ-
ent operating conditions, such as solution Reynolds number, cooling
liquid convection heat transfer, and solution inlet mass fraction was in-
vestigated.

Figure 10 shows the average value of absorbed mas flux (Fig. 10
(a)) and the average value of the absorbed heat flux by the cooling
fluid (Fig. 10(b)), both were determined using Fick 1D and Higbie 1D
methods, for the range . Operating conditions are the
same as in Section 3.3.

As Fig. 10 illustrates, both methods show the same trend. For ab-
sorbed mass flux, both reach a peak when (Fig. 10(a)). For heat
flux, the higher the Reynolds number, the higher the heat flux (Fig. 10
(b)). However, the values obtained using Fick 1D are larger, and basi-

Fig. 6. Comparison between the present study and two numerical analyses of the literature.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the local absorbed mass flux along the flow length for
Fick 1D and Fick 2D imposing and not imposing equilibrium mass fraction when

and .

cally, the difference between both methods remains constant. To fur-
ther study these differences, Fig. 11 presents the local absorbed mass
flux for different Reynolds numbers considering Fick 1D (Fig. 11(a))
and Higbie 1D (Fig. 11(b)).

Figure 11 illustrates that for low Reynolds numbers, the maximum
peak of mass flux is larger for both methods because the lower the
Reynolds number, the lower are the solution mass flow and the film
thickness. Consequently, the temperature and the mass fraction are
minor for lower Reynolds number, which increase the determined
mass flux. Also, as the thermal boundary layer develops earlier, the
maximum peak occurs at lower flow length as the Reynolds number is
smaller. However, the higher the Reynolds number, the lower the
maximum mass flux peak and this is located at a longer flow length. In
contrast, at low Reynolds number, there is a noticeable decrease in the
local flux downstream of the maximum peak. This drop is higher at
lower Reynolds numbers. Therefore, Fig. 11 shows that there will be a
Reynolds number that maximises the absorption for each absorber
length. This conclusion was also reported by Hofmann and Kuhlmann
[26] and García-Rivera et al. [14].

Comparing both methods in the analysed range, the maximum peak
is greater considering Fick 1D (Fig. 11(a)) than Higbie 1D (Fig. 11(b)).
However, the decrease on absorption rate downstream the maximum
peak is lower for Higbie 1D. Therefore, results of the local absorbed

Fig. 8. Different LiBr mass fraction profiles for different methodologies when .
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the local absorbed mass flux along the flow length for dif-
ferent diffusion hypothesis using Higbie method when .

mass flux do not vary that much using Higbie 1D (Fig. 11(b)), which is
due to the low impact of absorbed vapour quantity. Thus, it is noted
that Fick 1D method is more sensitive to mass fraction changes due to
absorption than Higbie 1D.

In the range of this study, notably, the absorption mass flux also de-
pends on the heat transfer in the transversal direction but, however, its
impact varies with the Reynolds number. Here, Fig. 12 depicts the ab-
sorbed mass flux along the flow length for Fick 1D (Fig. 12(a)) and Hig-
bie 1D (Fig. 12(b)) for two different Reynolds numbers: and

, when they are operating under different convection coeffi-
cients of the cooling fluid.

Results of Fig. 12 shows that in both methods, the flux increases
with higher convection coefficients. Furthermore, the maximum peak is
located at a lower flow length when the convective load is higher. This
is because, consequent to the convection enhancement, the thermal
boundary layer development is faster, and therefore, the same tempera-
ture is obtained at a lower flow length. This improvement is higher
when because of the thicker film thickness.

Also, the impact is higher using Fick 1D (Fig. 12(a)) than Higbie 1D
(Fig. 12(b)). The local absorbed flux and the heat generated are higher
for Fick 1D. Thus, the higher the mass absorption, the bigger the en-
hancement due to the convection load. However, the rise from

to is small. Consequently,
the improvement is saturated from a specific cooling load, so it would
not be interesting from a design perspective.

Overall, the model results revealed that increasing the convection of
the cooling water improves the absorption, although, for the case
analysed, this increase is saturated from . More-
over, this growth is larger for than for .

Fig. 10. Average results of the numerical model for different Reynolds numbers and methodologies.

Fig. 11. Local absorbed mass flux along the flow length for different Reynolds numbers using different methodologies.
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Fig. 12. Local absorbed mass flux along flow length for different methods when and operating under different convection coefficient values of the
cooling fluid.

Finally, the effect of the inlet mass fraction was studied. Both experi-
mental [12,44] and numerical [26,36] researches of the literature have
demonstrated a considerable impact of the inlet mass fraction on the
absorption. However, studies that analysed the effect in Fick 1D and
Higbie 1D are lacking. Therefore, Fig. 13 presents local absorption mass
flux evolution over flow length for two different inlet mass fractions
( and ), when and for two
different methods to determine the absorption rate: Fick 1D (Fig. 13(a))
and Higbie 1D (Fig. 13(b)).

What is striking about the Fig. 13 is the large impact of the inlet
mass fraction on the absorption in this study for both Fick 1D (Fig. 13
(b)) and Higbie 1D (Fig. 13(b)). Only reducing the mass fraction from

to , a fall in the absorption is induced. The
decrease is more considerable for Fick 1D. Therefore, as was also evi-
denced by the analysis of the influence of the Reynolds number of the
solution, Fick 1D method is more sensitive to inlet mass fraction alter-
ations. This decrease was also observed by some other experimental
studies [12,14,44].

3.5. Comparison of numerical results and experimental studies

As mentioned in Section 1, different formulations in numerical
models and analytical calculations were used in the literature. In some
cases, model results were compared with experimental data. However,
the difference between the considered calculation methodologies and

procedures for introducing the absorption flux and the experimental re-
sults has not yet been compared. Therefore, the numerical results were
analysed and compared considering the same working conditions of the
experimental studies. Due to the lack of information on the working
conditions and the wettability performance, the studies of Yüksel and
Schlünder [52] and Miller and Keyhani [44] were discarded for the
comparison. The contrasted works were Medrano et al. [12], Taka-
matsu et al. [13], and García-Rivera et al. [14], whose operating condi-
tions were described in Table 1.

To evaluate the proposed models, Fig. 14 shows the comparison of
the models and the tests of Medrano et al. [12], where the solution was
introduced at subcooled conditions (Table 1).

Figure 14 results show that using both Fick 1D and Higbie 1D, the
model results agree with the trend of the experimental results. The
higher the Reynolds number, the higher the absorbed mass flux. In this
case, Fick 1D method shows the best agreement with experiments. In
particular, except for , the rest of the results are within the un-
certainty range of the experiments. On the contrary, differences were
higher for Higbie 1D method.

The second comparison was made with the experimental results ob-
tained by Takamatsu et al. [13] at equilibrium conditions. Fig. 15 pre-
sents the contrast between the experimental tests [13] and the numeri-
cal results obtained in this study for two different cooling water inlet
temperature conditions: (Fig. 15(a)) and
(Fig. 15(b)).

Fig. 13. Results of local absorbed vapour mass flux for different inlet mass fractions ( and ) and Reynolds numbers ( and
), obtained using two different methods.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the absorbed vapour mass flux between experimental
results from the study by Medrano et al. [12] and numerical results

The results in Fig. 15 illustrate that, similar to that of the compari-
son with Medrano et al. [12], the results of the model and experimental
tests also follow the same trend. In particular, Fick 1D (Fig. 15) is also
the one that gives the most similar results to the experimentation of
Takamatsu et al. [13]. Almost all of the absorption fluxes obtained with
Fick 1D are within the uncertainty range of the measurements (Fig. 15).
Besides and , the differences with the others are
below 6%.

For Higbie 1D (Fig. 15), the differences between numerical and ex-
perimental results were larger. The maximum difference was 20% for
the highest Reynolds number.

To conclude the comparison, the difference between the experimen-
tal results of García-Rivera et al. [14] and those obtained with the nu-
merical models of this study at equilibrium conditions was examined in
Fig. 16. Figure 16(a) shows the difference in the absorbed vapour mass
flux, while Fig. 16(b) presents the comparison of the heat flux absorbed
by the cooling water.

As in preceding comparisons, the numerical results for both ab-
sorbed mass flux and heat flux follow the same trend as the experimen-
tal results (Fig. 16). The mass flux absorbed increases with Reynolds
number up to , where it starts to decrease with Reynolds num-

Fig. 15. Comparison of the absorbed vapour mass flux between experimental results from the work of Takamatsu et al. [13] and numerical results, for two different
water temperature inlet conditions.

Fig. 16. Comparison between experimental results from the work of García-Rivera et al. [14] and numerical results.
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ber (Fig. 16(a)). Thus, both numerical and experimental results indi-
cated that there is an optimal Reynolds number that maximises vapour
absorption. Under the working conditions of the analysed absorber, this
Reynolds number would have a value of .

For heat flux (Fig. 16(b)), it increases with the Reynolds number, al-
though at high Reynolds numbers, the growth rate decreases in both ex-
perimental and numerical results. Furthermore, the results obtained
with the Fick 1D method are within the measurement uncertainty. For
Higbie 1D, the results differed more from the experimental, although
many of them are still within the measurement uncertainty.

Overall, the results obtained using Fick 1D method were closer to
the experimental results. Most of these results were within the measure-
ment uncertainty of the experimental tests. The difference between Fick
1D models and experiments may be due to the considered assumptions
by this method such as that the vapour absorption does not vary the
film thickness and that the velocity is not considered in this method.
Moreover, in both inlet subcooling and equilibrium condition cases, the
absorption in the model follows the same trend as in the experiments.
The results obtained with Higbie 1D also follow the same trend, but the
differences with the experimental results were larger. The discrepancy
could be attributed to the chosen expression to estimate the contact
time ( ) in Higbie’s equation. Depending on the applied area,
there are different methods to determine the contact time, so reformu-
lation of this contact time could even out these differences. In addition,
the velocity of the water vapour could also play a role in the variations.

4. Conclusions

This study offers some important insights into the impact of differ-
ent mathematical formulations, hypothesis, and methodologies used in
numerical models to determine and consider the absorption, particu-
larly, on vertical tube-type falling film absorbers. 2D steady
two phase flow models using different methodologies to consider ab-
sorption were defined to analyse the heat and mass transfer behaviour
on the absorber operating at both inlet subcooling and equilibrium con-
ditions. These methodologies were based on three different criteria.
The first relates to the way to consider vapour absorption in the model,
that is, either imposing thermodynamic equilibrium conditions at the
interface, or not imposing, considering the absorption via source terms
related to the absorbed mass flux. The second has a relationship with
the method to determine the absorption rate. In this study, two differ-
ent laws were employed– Fick's law and Higbie's law. Finally, the third
criterion of the methodology is the hypothesis of the type of diffusion at
the interface, which could be 1D or 2D diffusion.

The results of the mesh independence analysis showed that the com-
putational mesh for Higbie's method is less challenging than for Fick.
Using this independent mesh, the results of the proposed models were
compared with the models of Yoon et al. and Mittermaier et al. using
the methodology followed by the authors, showing excellent agreement
between them.

The comparison of different methodologies revealed that the
methodology to determine and consider absorption changes consider-
ably the absorption performance. Moreover, this analysis found that
when equilibrium conditions are imposed, the calculated vapour ab-
sorption and the introduced within the solution liquid are distinct when
1D diffusion is assumed. An implication of this is the possibility that the
calculated mass flux values and the mass fraction profiles might be con-
tradicted using 1D diffusion assumption in the imposing method.
Adding to this, due to the negligible vapour pressure of the LiBr, Fick
1D and Higbie 1D methods without imposition were suggested to
analyse the absorption on absorbers. The main reason for
excluding Fick 2D without imposition was that the LiBr is non volatile,
and therefore, 1D diffusion option would be preferable to describe the
absorption phenomenon. Nevertheless, the comparison with Fick 1D re-

vealed that 2D approach could also obtain a good agreement with ex-
periments.

Furthermore, the study of the influence of the operating conditions
on the selected methodologies revealed that, although both methods
presented similar trends, Fick 1D method is more sensitive to the
changes on the convective coefficient and the inlet mass fraction. This
may be because the variations of the mass fraction at the interface have
a higher impact for Fick 1D. Also, the comparison with the experimen-
tal works showed closer results for Fick 1D, where most of the results
were within the measurement uncertainty range of the three compared
experimental studies. The differences between numerical results using
Fick 1D method and experiments may be due to the considered assump-
tions. However, studying further different contact times and consider-
ing the velocity of the water vapour could also make Higbie 1D a suit-
able method, because of its less computational cost.

Overall, this study proposes a valuable numerical methodology for
analysing the local thermal and mass transfer phenomena and for the
design of efficient falling film heat exchangers, which will be helpful for
developing future numerical models.
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